
by Brian & Gordy and also Larry
Aa is for Apocalypse

Because it feels like we’re all living in one of those weird end-of-the-world movies. But we’re not. Everything will be ok.
A feeling we’re going to have a lot, stuck at home staring at the same faces all day. It’s also why this coloring book was made.
C is for Coronavirus (& COVID-19)

The two names of that whole mean icky sickness thingy that’s keeping us locked up inside feeling bored.
The only way we’re going to be getting our meals and clothes and stuff for a while. It’s also a pretty busy job to have right now.
The new word we’re using for “school” or “2nd grade” or whatever we used to call it.
Those things you see on people’s faces now, that make it hard to know if they’re smiling or not. They’re mostly helpful in hospitals.
Which means your birthday party might not be as big this year. But on the bright side, it’s safe. And also, more cake for you.
H is for Hand Sanitizer

An important thing that cleans our hands, although it’s hard to find cause people are hoarding it. H is also for Hoarding.
You might have to make one since you can’t play with your real ones. This one’s name is Leonard C. Whistlesford III. He’s nice.
Gyms are closed, so Mommy & Daddy are doing their workouts at home. It won’t be pretty. And there will be sweat.

Jazzercise
The one that comes after the numbers 401. It’s a money thing grown-up people are afraid to think about right now.
The mythical little bearded man who comes out once a year. Except not this year, due to social distancing (see letter “S”).
Mm

is for Memes

Grandpa, what were you doing during the Great Coronavirus Panic of 2020?

Sending memes to friends and stuff.

Silly internet-styled things we send to our friends to pretend like everything’s totally normal.
A wondrous thing sent from the heavens above to grace our eyeballs and earholes with moving pictures and sounds.

Nn is for Netflix
What some people think staying home from work and stuff is.
But if it’s keeping lots of people safe, then it’s probably not one.
When a gross sick thing spreads around everywhere. It’s like the earth has a boo-boo. But boo-boos always get better.
Qq
is for
Quarantine

It’s how we fix the earth’s boo-boo, by staying inside trying to find things to pass the time like printing coloring books off the internet.
R is for Rudy Gobert

A basketball player who got sick, which led to basketball being cancelled, which led to basically everything else being cancelled.
Sure, we might have to stand six feet away from people. But hey, at least that means we don’t have to smell their hot, stinky garlic breath.
Tt is for Toilet Paper

It’s pretty hard to come by these days. Use it wisely.
Uu is for Underwear

What you might see Mommy & Daddy walking around in more often. (And what might get dirty if you run out of toilet paper.)
The cure for this whole shebang, which some hero right now is working their tushy off to discover. Hooray them.
Considering all the things we've mentioned in letters A through V, we've all become a little that.

W is for Wackadoo
A special thing that doctors give Mommies & Daddies so they can feel a little less wackadoo.

X is for Xanax
Y is for Yoda

Baby, that is. As seen on Disney Plus. Which is basically like Xanax for children.
Z is for
Zanzibar

A dreamy, faraway tropical island that can’t quite possibly have the Coronavirus.....wait, it does? Really? Zanzibar?
Hey fellow Quarantin-ian friend,

Thanks for printing out our coloring book. It would be splendid if you could post your colorings and/or photos of you coloring your colorings on our Instas @ABCsOfCoronavirus. Best one wins a free bottle of hand sanitizer. Yay that.

6-foot-virtual-hugs,

Gordy & Brian (and also Larry)